
I found him bothersome., iIntriguing, but bothersome.   The way hHe talked was as though he 

was completely confident in his inadequacy.   It seemed contradictory to me, but, for some reason, I 

couldn'’t quite put my finger on., iIt worked for him.   I suppose that'’s why I considered him intriguing. 

But, also bothersome., yYes, definitely bothersome.   With all the questions he asked, I was afraid my 

head would fall off and roll off across the deck.    

He'’d always start off with, “Raide, do you have a moment?”    

To which I would begrudgingly answer, “Yes, Jarreth., wWhat is it?.”   And then he would 

ramble on for some timehours, asking question after question:! “What kind of ship is this? What kind 

of fabric do you use for the airship'’s bladder?   Why was is she called The Helstaar?   Where were we 

going?” 

By the stars,! Tthat boy could pester.!    

But of all the questions, the one he asked the most was,: “Where did you get that sword?”   I 

repeatedly to informed him that it was my grandfather’s, but he simply wouldn'’t believe me.   I 

couldn'’t tell if he recognized the markings, or of the design, but he certainly knew that it was more 

than two generations old ...and certainly not from any modern culture. 

Swords, though common in this day and age, simply weren'’t made with the same precision and 

detail as they used to be.   In fact, most of the modern culture had lost its individuality to the industrial 
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revolution.   On the other hand, elaborate clothing had been taken to new extremes as machines became 

capable of creating mass amounts of fabric.   I watched for years as the fashions grew more and more 

Victorian.   Lace and high boots, ruffles and taffeta, layers and suspenders; —it was as though clothing 

had taken a step back in time while technology plowed forward.   In fact, they the way it plowed 

forward in such a way as to leaveleft me questioning the period in which I had chosen to exist in. 

The year?  was 1973, and yet nothing matched with what I had prepared for.   The radio never 

took off;. tTelephones never even took off.   In fact, Morris Code seemed to bewas just about the only 

means of long-distance communication over long distances that didn'’t cost a fortune.!   Yes, rRadios 

existed, but not nearly in the forms I had studied.   International communication was at a low;. tThe 

world simply was simply not connected, and yet, somehow it all made sense.! 

A young man back in 1794, by the name of Francis Ambrose, had figured out a way to channel 

light through a frame-workframework of glass which that could then be transmitted along a strand of 

glass only a hair'’s breadth wide.   The piece of technology was a hit, and the next thing you everyone 

knowknew, fiber optics are  showeding up in the nineteenth century, flexible data-screens are 

poppeding up in the early twentieth century, and by the 1960'’s, technology was had arriveding that 

was not due for another fifty years. 

Here, is was a world where light iswas the main form of communication rather than sound.   It 
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makes made for a completely different society.!   I suppose that would explain the Victorian Era'’s re-

materialization.   Fashions then in that day had such a flare to them. 

On the other hand, the modern combustion engine as I'’d come to know it was drastically 

different.   Rather than relying on coal, society it relied on a bizarre specific type of water.   Andrew 

Scott Waugh discovered it in Nepal during a survey he was conducting.   “Water with no inertia,” he 

called it, but he shortly after dubbed it “Adelaide” after the king'’s wife.   Later, it was discovered   that 

Adelaide could be used for lighter than air travel.   Wood, and canvas, and even iron could be soaked or 

coated in an Adelaide basedAdelaide-based lacquer and voila! Objects near with almost no inertia.    

Needless to say, Zzeppelins popped up much sooner than expected ...and never went away.   In 

fact, the entire aeronautical industry skyrocketed. – if you pardon the pun. 

Now, take into account that this is was a world where light is was a key thing and where the 

world was not connected by constant verbal communication. and tThen toss in the ready availability of 

air -travel, and all of a sudden, you have lax boarders, and sky pirates, and secret societies that worship 

light, and an all aroundall-around bigger world. 

I suppose that brings me toThis is why I was even here in the first place. 

My father, Alasier, and I were sent by powers I am not permitted to name to protect those which 

who a society like this would consider creatures of darkness.   In truth, they are harmless people, not 
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terribly different from you or meme.   But the fact of the matter is, that when a secret society worships 

light, anything associated with a back alley is considered evil and must be destroyed. 

And so I, Raide Angela Maldrin, was sent as a warrior of light to defend the creatures I didn'’t 

even believed existed in a world I didn'’t understand.   And, worst of all, I had to put up with Jarreth'’s 

constant pestering. 

“Enough!” I finally erupted at him.   “There is a library in the hold.   If you have questions, go 

there.!   I am more than willing to have calm, collected discussions about the weather.   Other than that,? 

Jjust leave me be!”   With that, I stormed up the spiral stairs to the aircraft hangar., where I spent my 

time collecting myself.    

Walking across the open-air platform to the stern ramp, I made my way to my favorite plane.   It 

was an old-fashioned looking thing, red and wooden and with an antiquated propeller.... aAt least, in 

my mind it was antiquated.   Single propeller biplanes were apparently still popular here.    

Using the wings for balance, I slid inside the pilot'’s seat and sank into it's soft leather cushions.   

I tousled my hair out of my face as I studied the sophisticated controls.   My fore fingerforefinger 

flicked a vile of ice blue liquid, and I absentmindedly watched the substance slosh in the vilevial.   

Little bubbles floated to the top, and I thought about how different things were. 

This little plane, this little piece of home, was no longer a piece of home, not after it had been  
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being retro-fittedretrofitted to exist fit in here.   The fuel tank had been replaced by an Adelaide 

injection and refinement chamber.   I couldn'’t believe it when my father told me what it was: a 

glorified steam engine.   That knowledge sent my mind reeling with media of my stream and its 

glorification of the industrial revolution.   Foreign   cartoons were rank with it.   Whole groups of 

people dedicated a portions of their lives to watching a fictional, technologically advanced Victorian 

Era.   What they would give to trade places with me!   And Wwhat I would give not to be stuck in a 

backwards world straight out of the mind of Jules Verne. 

My father approached me as this was going through my mind.   He didn'’t sit, or join me in the 

plane, or even speak really.   He just stood there, watching me.   His turn- of- the- century suite fitted 

him well.   For all that I didn'’t fit in here, my father belonged in this era.   His blue and tan three 

piecethree-piece suit belonged on his tall, slender frame.   His hat sat with a proud air atop his well-

groomed head, and his cane, tucked ever so neatly, under his arm, gave him the appearance of a fine 

English gentleman off for a leisurely stroll before tea.  It made me want to vomit. 

“Why do you hate the boy?”   Hhe asked in a calm tone, finally taking a moment to sit, his 

gangly legs hanging off the metal walkway.    

“I don'’t hate him,”   I said, deadpanned, not bothering to look up from the vile vial of Adelaide. 

My father took his “I- uUnderstand,- tThat'’s- wWhy- I'’m- bBeing- pPatient” voice with me.   
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“Then why did you talk to him that way a moment ago?” 

I shook my head, still not looking up.  I sighed deeply through my nose, setting my jaw taught 

and not bothering to answer. 

“He'’s just curious about us.” 

I shrugged. He wouldn'’t understand us even if we explained it to him a million times, I thought. 

“And he fancies you., tThat'’s obvious enough.” 

“Yeah,” I chimed back sarcastically., “I didn'’t notice when he was staring at me in the market 

yesterday.” 

“Raide, don'’t be like that.,” heHis calm voice made my head spin.   I did not want his 

patronizing “I- cCompletely- uUnderstand” lecture right now. 

I managed to brush him off with a simple, “I'’m just not in the mood to socialize right now.” 

Evidently, it that worked because, in response, my father stood and made turned to leave.   He 

gave me a one last “yYou- pPoor- dDear” glance before leavingwalking off though.   I didn'’t really 

know what to think of it.   He gave me that look all the time, but this was the first time where I didn'’t 

fully understand what it meant. 

Solemnly, I turned back to the vile vial of Adelaide, flicking it again. 

I'’m stuck here, I mused, until my mission'’s complete...whenever that is. 
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The details of my mission ran in the back of my mind,  then.   but I ignored them.   Details 

weren'’t what I wanted at the moment.    

As Bbubbles floated up through the sloshing Adelaide, and I desperately wanted to go home. 
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